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Abstract— Rapid growth of online shopping and
marketing increase the field of e-commerce, which got
boosted rapidly with the application of machine
learning. Machine Learning (ML) has empowered
businesses by finding useful patterns from customers’
search patterns and buying behaviours on web.
Predictive analytics based on machine learning can
enhance sale probability and find customer churn by
analyzing customers past click-through behaviour,
purchases, and history in real time. Applying popular
the traditional ML libraries do not support well
processing of large datasets, so new approaches and
platforms are needed. Cloud computing paradigm
turned out to be valuable alternatives to speed-up
machine learning platforms. The paper, first discusses
the importance of machine learning in predictive
analytics. The need of cloud platforms to analyze ever
growing E-commerce data is briefly surveyed then.
Finally, the work proposes a framework to predict the
Product Category in a large E-commerce dataset having
9 categories and 93 features of products (like
electronics, fashion, etc.). The dataset is released by a
famous e-commerce company for a competition. The
classifier is build which is based on ‘Multiclass Decision
Forest’ Machine Learning Algorithm and is deployed on
Microsoft’s Azure Machine Learning (Azure ML)
platform. Azure ML is public cloud platform. The
results obtained by proposed model are evaluated in
terms of accuracy and the comparison is done with
benchmarks provided by competition administrators.
The results obtained are promising and the paper also
directs the future research work in the field.
Keywords— E-commerce, Classification, Big Data,
Machine Learning, Microsoft Azure Cloud, Cloud
Computing
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Predicting Product Category in E-Commerce Data:
For doing business in this communication era, web is the
best medium. E-commerce has allowed businesses to

offer choices to consumers. .To address this data and
information explosion, e-commerce stores are applying
machine learning to customization principles to their
presentation in the on-line store [1]. Machine learning
has empowered businesses to analyze all queries,
whether searched or abandoned from all the
users..Machine learning can be defined as an intelligent
way to find secret patterns or information even in large
datasets or databases. Machine learning often included
in the category of predictive analytics as it helps to
predict the future analysis.
1.2 Microsoft Azure Cloud Computing Environment for
Machine learning [3]: Microsoft’s Azure Machine
Learning (Azure ML) [4] is a cloud service that enables
execution of machine learning process. Microsoft Azure
is a public cloud platform. The benefits of using public
cloud computing platform (Azure ML) includes: handling
big data and access from anywhere in the world. The
process of Azure ML is shown in Figure – 1, which is
same as that of basic process of ML. Azure ML provides
a graphical tool for managing the ML process, a set of
data pre-processing modules, a set of machine learning
algorithms, and an API to launch a model to
applications. ML Studio is a graphical tool that is used to
control the process from beginning to end i.e. from data
pre-processing to run experiments using a machine
learning algorithm, and test the resulting model. ML
Studio also helps its users deploy that model on real
cloud.

Figure 1: Machine Learning Process
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the need of cloud platforms to analyze E-commerce data
4. Simulation Environment Setup and Result
is established in next section. The rest of the paper
Analysis:
organized as: Section 2 briefly surveys the need of cloud
Azure ML provides ML studio, a graphical tool that can
platforms to analyze ever growing E-commerce data.
be used to control the process from beginning to end. It
The work proposed is presented in section
includes: a set of data pre-processing modules; a set of
3.Experimental setup and result analysis is shown in
machine learning algorithms; An Azure ML API to access
section 4 and paper is concluded in section 5.
model deployed on Azure. ML Studio allows a user to
import datasets and data pre-processing methods.
2. Literature Review (Need of Cloud Platforms to
4.1 Dataset Description: The dataset is provided by the
Analyze E-commerce Data)
Otto Group [8] which is a large e-commerce company.
Multiple choices of cloud computing models are
This dataset includes 61,878 instances Each product
available for different work load management,
having 1 or more features out of 93 features provided
performance and computational requirements. The
for datasets.
popular statistical tools and environments like Octave, R
4.2 Execution of Implemented Work (Experiment
and Python are now embedded in the cloud as well [5].
Steps): The experimental steps that are and represented
A. Fast Analysis: The important findings of work [6]
in Figure–2, are explained below:
indicate the area of customer retention received most
1. Create New Resource: Machine Learning
research attention.
Analytics solution.
B. Machine Learning on Cloud environment for Fast
2. Import/Upload the dataset.
Prediction in Big Data: As the data is growing at faster
3. Pre-process the dataset. Data pre-processing can
rate and becoming “Big Data”, the computation speed
also be done using modules written in R or Python.
for prediction and other operations is inevitable. This
4. Randomly split and partition the data into 70%
paper [7] focused on the specific problem of
training and 30% testing, using the ‘Split Data’
classification of network intrusion traffic which is a Big
module.
Data.
5. Identify categorical attributes and cast them into
categorical features using the ‘Edit Metadata’
3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR PRODUCT CATEGORIZATION:
module.
The Proposed Framework which employs simple ML
6. Convert to Indicator Values module to convert
model with little change. The input dataset is suitably
columns that contain categorical values which can
processed and converted into a suitable format. The
more easily be used as features.
machine learning algorithms are iteratively applied in
7. Select Columns in Dataset those are relevant
the next step, and candidate model is determined.
8. Apply Ensemble Method
These ML algorithms typically apply some statistical
9. Apply Machine Learning Algorithm to Train the
analysis like regression or more complex approaches like
model.
decision forest to the data. Here in the proposed
10. Now Score and Evaluate the Model. The
framework, the ensemble methods [12] are also applied
‘Evaluate model’ also visualize the results through
to the model for better predictive accuracy. At last the
confusion matrix .
model is deployed and tested on test data the snapshot
4.3 Experimental Results: Analysis and Discussion:
of actual model build using specified steps, at Microsoft
The experiment is evaluated on a simple multi-class
Azure ML platform, is shown in Figure – 2.
classification accuracy parameter. Accuracy is
defined as the number of correctly classified
instances divided by the total number of instances:
Number of correct Predictions
Accuracy =
Number of Instances
The results obtained using the benchmark code by
setting the neural network [9] model with 100 trees
got the accuracy of 0.9302 in [8], while the
benchmark results given by competition
administrators with 10 trees, is 0.50241. Here we
have performed experiment at cloud platform with
Multicast Neural network ML [10] method with 10
trees and an ensemble method. The evaluation
results are inferred from confusion matrix shown in
Figure – 3. A confusion matrix also known as error
matrix and is used to describe the performance of a
classifier (classification model). The overall
accuracy obtained with our simulation is 0.6859,
which is higher than the benchmark provided. The
comparison of proposed model is done with
Figure 2: Model built using Azure ML
benchmark provided by administrators and
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competition’s
winning
results.
sources and domains. Also, the model can be modified
for applying on Hadoop MapReduce [11] platform.
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Figure 3: Confusion Matrix with Multicast Neural
network
The comparison for accuracy obtained, is shown in
Figure–4.
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Figure 4: comparison for Accuracy
5. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
The companies doing online business wants to utilize
machine learning potential .In this paper, we proposed
an Azure ML based model for E-commerce product
categorization. The model used Multicast neural
network algorithm to train the classifier. The evaluation
results show that the proposed classifier performs
better in terms of accuracy. We have performed
experiment with 10 trees and an ensemble method. Our
experiments showed that feature bagging lead to the
better accuracy value (i.e. 0.55339) than benchmark
.The proposed research can provide potential approach
for training and testing of big data for addressing multiclass classification problems. So, further research will
evaluate the framework with different ML algorithms,
optimization parameters, ensemble methods and ecommerce databases. In future the model can be
optimized to handle imbalanced datasets from various
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